Books with the “DBC” prefix are available on BARD (Braille and Audio Reading Download) and on cartridge. Books with the “MDB” prefix are only available on cartridge.

**NON-FICTION**


**Adventures in Yellowstone: Early Travelers Tell Their Tales** by Mark M. Miller (2009) 8 hours, 54 minutes, Recreation-Outdoor, Adventure.  **MDB 1053**

**American Commander: Serving a Country Worth Fighting for and Training the Brave Soldiers Who Lead the Way** by Ryan Zinke and Scott McEwan (2016) 13 hours, 11 minutes, Biography.  **DBC 10165**

**The American Cowboy** by Will James (1942) 3 hours, 46 minutes, Biography-Historical Figures, Montana History.  **MDB 757**

**An Open Heart: A Story About Moritz** by Barry J. Schieber (2006) 10 minutes, Animals-Service Dogs, Preschool – Grade 3.  **DBC 1255**

**Anna** by Anna Guttormsen Hought and Florence Ekstrand (1986) 3 hours, 48 minutes, Memoir, Montana History.  **DBC 1266**

**B is for Big Sky Country: A Montana Alphabet** by Sneed B. Collard III (2003) 34 minutes, Montana History, Animals, Kindergarten – Grade 3.  **DBC 1251**

**The Bad Boys of Butte** by Les Rickey (2004) 5 hours, 35 minutes, True Crime.  **MDB 1009**

**Bannack: Foundation of Montana** by Rick & Susie Graetz (2004) 1 hour, 39 minutes, Montana History.  **DBC 10161**
Bears I Have Known: A Park Ranger’s True Tales from Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks by Bob Murphy (2006) 3 hours, 6 minutes, Science-Zoology, Animals, Recreation-Outdoors. **MDB 934**

Been Any Bigger I’d Have Said So! by Scotty Zion (2002) 5 hours, 44 minutes, Biography, Adventure. **MDB 725**

Before Barbed Wire by Mark H. Brown (1956) 7 hours, 30 minutes, Montana History. **DBC 13619**


Beyond Spirit Tailings: Montana’s Mysteries, Ghosts, and Haunted Places by Ellen Baumler (2005) 8 hours, Montana History. **MDB 829**

The Bird Tail by Sister Genevieve McBride, O.S.U. (1992) 6 hours, 34 minutes, Montana History, Religion-Catholic, Native American Interests. **MDB 826**

Blackfeet Indian Stories by George Bird Grinnell (2005) 4 hours, 6 minutes, Native American Interests, Folklore. **MDB 935**

Blackfeet Tales of Glacier National Park by James Willard Schultz (1916) 5 hours, 3 minutes, Native American Interests, Folklore. **DBC 10110**

Blood on the Marias: The Baker Massacre by Paul R. Wylie (2016) 11 hours, 10 minutes, Montana History, Native American Interests, Some Violence. **DBC 10167**

The Bloody Bozeman: The Perilous Trail to Montana’s Gold by Dorothy M. Johnson (1983) 15 hours, 55 minutes, Montana History. **DBC 13640**

Bound Like Grass: A Memoir from the Western High Plains by Ruth McLaughlin (2010) 6 hours, 39 minutes, Biography-Memoirs, Montana History. **DBC 730**

Bronc to Breakfast and Other Poems by Mike Logan (1988) 55 minutes, Poetry. **DBC 14287**

Buffalo Calf Road Woman: The Story of a Warrior of the Little Big Horn by Rosemary and Joseph Agonito (2006) 8 hours, 39 minutes, Montana History, Native American Interests. **MDB 1040**

Butte Trivia by George Everett (2007) 4 hours, 36 minutes, Montana History. **MDB 933**
Butte’s Pride: The Columbia Gardens by Pat Kearney (1994) 5 hours, 41 minutes, Montana History. **MDB 917**

Calamity Jane and the Wildcats by Duncan Aikman (1927) 8 hours, Biography, Montana History. **DBC 13641**

Charles M. Russell: The Life & Legend of America’s Cowboy Artist by John Taliaferro (1996) 13 hours, 5 minutes, Biography-Historical Figure. **MDB 1018**

Chip the Buffalo by Cheri Lawson (2006) 16 minutes, Animals, Pre-school – Grade 2. **DBC 10109**

The Christmas Menorahs: How a Town Fought Hate by Janice Cohn, Holidays-Christmas, Grades 3 – 6. **DBC 10157**

Christmastime in Montana by Dave Walter (2003) 8 hours, Montana History. **MDB 724**

Confessions of a Camo Queen: Living with an Outdoorsman by Kristen Berube (2015) 4 hours, 17 minutes, Memoir, Humor, Some Strong Language. **DBC 1219**

Conrad Kohrs: An Autobiography by Conrad Kohrs Warren (1977) 5 hours, 14 Minutes, Biography, Agriculture. **MDB 1001**


The Cowboy Girl: The Life of Caroline Lockhart by John Clayton (2007) 12 hours, 44 minutes, Biography, Journalism. **MDB 1039**

Cowboy Memories of Montana by Mark Perrault (1997) 6 hours, 31 minutes, Biography. **MDB 968**

Cowboy Trout: Western Fly Fishing as If It Matters by Paul Schullery (2006) 6 hours, Recreation, Fishing. **DBC 10131**

Cromwell Dixon: A Boy & His Plane, 1892-1911 by Martin Kidston (2007) 5 hours, 24 minutes, Montana History, Biography-Historical Figures, Adventure-Aviation. **MDB 978**

Custer’s Luck by Edgar I. Stewart (1955) 20 hours, 45 minutes, Montana History, Native American Interests. **DBC 13666**
Dark Spaces: Montana’s Historic Penitentiary at Deer Lodge by Ellen Baumler (2008) 3 hours, 30 minutes, Montana History. **MDB 1030**

**Devil Man with A Gun** by Art H. Watson (1967) 6 hours, 10 minutes, Montana History, Memoir. **DBC 13616**

Double Take: A Memoir by Kevin Michael Connolly (2009) 6 hours, 2 minutes, Biography-Memoirs. **MDB 995**

Downriver, A Yellowstone Journey by Dean Krakel II (1987) 7 hours, Montana History, Recreation-Outdoors. **DBC 13671**

Dream Chasers of the West: A Homestead Family of Glacier Park by B. L. Wettstein (2006) 8 hours, 13 minutes, Biography. **MDB 1033**

Emma Parchen: Twelve Years of Her American Dream by Ann Cullen (2000) 8 hours, 54 minutes, Biography, Montana History. **MDB 1045**

Fate is a Mountain by Mark W. Parratt, Smitty Parratt, and Monty Parratt (2009) 6 hours, 39 minutes, Biography-Memoir, Montana History. **DBC 1203**

Fire and Brimstone: The North Butte Mining Disaster of 1917 by Michael Punke (2006) 10 hours, 27 minutes, Montana History. **MDB 970**

Five Centuries of Pioneering by Christine Green (1989) 2 hours, 45 minutes, Biography, Montana History. **DBC 13638**

Flight of the Dove: The Story of Jeannette Rankin by Kevin S. Giles (1980) 8 hours, 5 minutes, Biography, Montana History, Politics & Government. **DBC 13663**

Forty Years’ Gatherin’s by Spike Van Cleve (1977) 9 hours, 10 minutes, Biography-Memoir, Montana History. **DBC 13661**

The Generous Years by Chet Huntley (1968) 7 hours, 2 minutes, Biography-Memoir, Montana History. **DBC 1259**

Get Down and Come In by Jim Ross (1985) 1 hour, 27 minutes, Poetry, Humor. **DBC 14301**

Girl from the Gulches by Ellen Baumler (2003) 7 hours, 39 minutes, Biography-Notable Women, Montana History.  **MDB 712**

Give Me Mountains For My Horses: Journeys of a Backcountry Horseman by Tom Reed (2007) 3 hours, 28 minutes, Travel, Animals-Horses.  **MDB 899**

Glacial Lake Missoula and Its Humongous Floods by David Alt (2001) 4 hours, 9 minutes, Science, Geology.  **DBC 10106**

Glacier National Park Legends and Lore: Along Going-To-The-Sun Road by C. W. Guthrie (2002) 2 hours, 49 minutes, Native American Interests, Montana History.  **MDB 1006**

Glacier’s Historic Hotels and Chalets: View with A Room by Ray Djuff and Chris Morrison (2001) 4 hours, 48 minutes, Montana History.  **DBC 1233**

God's Improved Presence by Rodney A. Kvanme (1988) 4 hours, 40 minutes, Religion-Inspiration.  **DBC 13627**

Gold Pans, Guns, & Grit: Diamond City from Territorial Gold Rush to Montana Ghost Town by Kelly Flynn (2006) 23 hours, 23 minutes, Montana History.  **MDB 1007**

Golden Fleece by Hughie Call (1981) 8 hours, Biography-Memoir, Agriculture, Montana History.  **DBC 13665**

Goodbye Wifes and Daughters by Susan Kushner Resnick (2010) 9 hours, 14 minutes, Montana History, Some Violence.  **DBC 736**

“Good Night Chet”: A Biography of Chet Huntley by Lyle Johnston (2003) 8 hours, 55 minutes, Biography.  **MDB 812**


Greetings from Wisdom, Montana by Ruth Rudner (1989) 4 hours, Biography-Memoir.  **DBC 13659**

A Guide to Historic Bozeman by Jim Jenks (2007) 2 hours, 52 minutes, Montana History.  **MDB 964**

Hand Raised: Barns of Montana by Chere Jiusto & Christine W. Brown (2011) 6 hours, 42 minutes, Montana History.  **DBC 3**

Hang ‘Em: Montana Vigilantes vs. Henry Plummer by Donald E. Crosley (2013) 9 hours, Montana History.  **DBC 1192**

Hard Way Home: A WWII Flyer’s Personal Story by Colonel Wayne Eveland and Nicole Eveland Keller (2011) 3 hours, 55 minutes, Biography-Memoir, War.  **MDB 1055**

Her Seven Brothers by Paul Goble (1988) 15 minutes, Native American Interests, Folklore and Mythology, Kindergarten – Grade 3.  **DBC 1249**

Here Rolled the Covered Wagons: An Historical Tour of the Northwest by Albert & Jill Salisbury (1951) 5 hours, 43 minutes, Native American Interests, Montana History.  **MDB 1044**

Home Again, Home Again, Jiggety Jig by Dianne Armstrong (2000) 1 hour, 16 minutes, Animals, Adventure.  **DBC 1245**

Homestead Boy by Charles Beardsley (1989) 2 hours, 30 minutes, Biography, Montana History.  **DBC13642**

Hostiles? The Lakota Ghost Dance and Buffalo Bill’s Wild West by Sam A. Maddra (2006) 11 hours, 22 minutes, Montana History, Native American Interests.  **MDB 2018**


Hunting in the Great West by G. O. Shields (1988) 5 hours, 20 minutes, Recreation-Outdoors.  **DBC 13636**

I Do: A Cultural History of Montana Weddings by Martha Kohl (2011) 7 hours, 29 minutes, Montana History.  **MDB 1057**

If You Would Learn, Go Teach by Elsie Doig Townsend (1973) 6 hours, 32 minutes, Biography, Education.  **MDB 997**

In A Far Country: The True Story of a Mission, a Marriage, Murder and the Remarkable Reindeer Rescue of 1898 by John Taliaferro (2006) 11 hours, 10 minutes, U.S. History.  **MDB 897**
Indian Old-Man Stories: More Sparks from War Eagle’s Lodge-Fire by Frank B. Linderman (2001) 4 hours, 2 minutes, Native American Interests, Folklore, Mythology, & Legends.  

Indian Trails and Grizzly Tales by Bud Cheff Sr. (1993) 10 hours, 19 minutes, Biography, Montana History.  


The Jealous Mistress by Robert Traver (1967) 5 hours, 2 minutes, American Law, Essays.  


Jim Bridger by Cecil J. Alter (1962) 12 hours, 30 minutes, Biography, Montana History.  


Lady Blackrobes: Missionaries in the Heart of Indian Country by Irene Mahoney (2006) 10 hours, 28 minutes, Native American Interests, Montana History.
The Lady Road Bucking Horses: Story of Fannie Sperry Steele, Woman of the West by Dee Marvine (2005) 11 hours, 26 minutes, Biography-Notable Women.  
**MDB 853**

Land of Nakoda: The Story of the Assiniboine Indians by James L. Long (2004) 7 hours, 26 minutes, Folklore, Mythology & Legends.  **MDB 952**

Last Tango in Melrose, Montana: The Writings of Dan Vichorek by Dan Vichorek (2007) 4 hours, 29 minutes, Montana History.  **MDB 1012**

Laugh Kills Lonesome and Other Stories by Mike Logan (1990) 1 hour, Poetry, Humor.  **DBC 13667**

The Legend of Hoskins Basin Gold by Mabel Badgett (2002) 20 minutes, Memoir.  **MDB 708**


Letters from the Rocky Mountain Indian Missions by Father Phillip Rappagliosi (2003) 5 hours, 43 minutes, Religion, Native American Interests.  **MDB 913**

Letters from Yellowstone by Jim Carrier (1987) 3 hours, 50 minutes, Science-Conservation.  **DBC 13650**

Letter on an Elk Hunt by Elinore Pruitt Stewart (1915) 3 hours 15 minutes, Biography-Memoir, Montana History.  **DBC 13662**

A Life in Time: A Woman’s Journey from Orphanage to Peace Corps by Kaye Stone (2011) 6 hours, 53 minutes, Biography-Memoirs, Travel.  **DBC 733**

Listening to Stones by Janet S. Meury and Sheila Ruble (2004) 2 hours, 19 minutes, Poetry.  **DBC 1204**

Lizzie: Letters of Elizabeth Chester Fisk 1864-1893 by Rex C. Myers, Editor (1984) 6 hours, 30 minutes, Biography, Montana History.  **DBC 13652**

The Log of A Cowboy: A Narrative of the Old Trail Days by Andy Adams (1964) 8 hours, 45 minutes, Biography, Montana History.  **DBC 13658**

Long Way Home: Journeys of a Chinese Montanan by Flora Wong (2011) 9 hours, 53 minutes, Biography, Montana History.  **MDB 1050**
Looking Back from the Hill: Recollections by Ray Calkins, Editor (1982) 3 hours, 5 minutes, Montana History, Essays. **DBC 13607**

Love Is Always by Barry Miles (1986) 15 hours, 10 minutes, Biography, Religion-Catholic. **DBC 13622**

M is for Montana by Gayle Corbett Shirley (1992) 11 minutes, Animals, Montana History, Preschool – Grade 3. **DBC 1252**

Making Hay by Verlyn Klinkenborg (1986) 4 hours, 30 minutes, Agriculture. **DBC 13644**

Mary Wells by James A. Franks (1999) 5 hours, 50 minutes, Biography, Montana History. **MDB 931**

Memoirs of A White Crow Indian (1928) 8 hours, 35 minutes, Biography-Memoir, Montana History, Native American Interests. **DBC 13609**

Memories of Old Montana by Con Price (1945) 4 hours, 32 minutes, Biography-Memoirs, Strong Language, Violence. **MDB 883**

The Missoula Mercantile: The Store That Ran an Empire by Minie Smith (2012) 5 hours, 16 minutes, Montana History. **DBC 10153**

Mister, You Got Yourself A Horse: Tales of Old-Time Horse Trading by Roger L. Welsch (1981) 8 hours, 40 minutes, Humor, Western History. **DBC 13621**

Moments of Wonder: Life with Moritz by Barry J. Schieber (2008) 1 hour, 3 minutes, Animals-Service Dogs. **MDB 1257**

Montana Adventure by Frank B. Linderman (1968) 9 hours, 15 minutes, Montana History, Memoir. **DBC 13617**

Montana Constitution by the 1972 Constitutional Convention, as amended through June 2013, 1 hour, 52 minutes, Government & Politics. **MDB 2036**


Montana Frontier: One Woman’s West by Joyce Litz (2004) 9 hours, 31 minutes, Biography-Notable Women. **MDB 1025**

Montana Ghost Stories: Eerie True Tales by Debra D. Munn (2007) 5 hours, 6 minutes, Paranormal-Non Fiction. **MDB 907**
Montana: High, Wide, and Handsome by Joseph Kinsey Howard (1943) 14 hours, 37 minutes, Montana History.  **DBC 1241**

Montana Legacy: Essays of History, People, and Place by Harry W. Fritz, Mary Murphy and Robert R. Swartout Jr. (2002) 14 hours, 6 minutes, Montana History.  **MDB 807**

Montana Moments: History On the Go by Ellen Baumler (2010) 7 hours, 20 minutes, Montana History.  **MDB 1021**


Montana Outdoors (2016 Issues) by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks, 12 hours, 38 minutes, Recreation-Outdoors.  **MDB 2071**

Montana Outdoors (2017 Issues) by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks, 13 hours, 7 minutes, Recreation-Outdoors.  **MDB 2072**

Montana Outdoors (2018 Issues) by Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks, 11 hours, 5 minutes, Recreation-Outdoors.  **MDB 2075**

Montana Spaces by William Kittredge (1988) 7 hours, 10 minutes, Essays, Montana History.  **DBC 13630**


Montana The Magazine of Western History (2014) by the Montana Historical Society, 17 hours, 18 minutes, contains the four 2014 issues.  **MDB 2054**

Montana The Magazine of Western History (2015) by the Montana Historical Society, 16 hours, 26 minutes, contains the four 2015 issues.  **MDB 2063**

Montana The Magazine of Western History (2016) by the Montana Historical Society, 15 hours, 17 minutes, contains the four 2016 issues.  **MDB 2064**

Montana The Magazine of Western History (2017) by the Montana Historical Society, 16 hours, 25 minutes, contains the four 2017 issues.  **MDB 2073**
Montana The Magazine of Western History (2018) by the Montana Historical Society, 14 hours, 56 minutes, contains the four 2018 issues. MDB 2074

Montana Then and Now by Aaron Parrett (2014) 6 hours, 15 minutes, Montana History. DBC 10160

Montana Warts and All by the Montana Quarterly (2015) 15 hours, 50 minutes, Essays and Short Stories from the first ten years of the Montana Quarterly magazine, Strong Language, Some Violence. DBC 1228

Montana Wildlife by Robert C. Gildart (1982) 6 hours, 30 minutes, Animals. DBC 13610

Montana Women Homesteaders: A Field of One’s Own by Sarah Carter (2009) 7 hours, 52 minutes, Biography-Notable Women. MDB 1042

Montana’s Early Day Rangers by Robert C. Gildart (1985) 7 hours, 5 minutes, Biography, Montana History. DBC 13632

Montana’s Explorers: The Pioneer Naturalists 1805-1864 by Larry S. Thompson (1985) 7 hours, 35 minutes, Montana History. DBC 13626

Montana’s Homestead Era by Daniel N. Vichorek (1987) 9 hours, 5 minutes, Montana History. DBC 13615

Montana’s Indians: Yesterday and Today by William L. Bryan, Jr. (1985) 11 hours, 15 minutes, Montana History, Biography. DBC 13608

Montana’s Song and Poems of the West by Myrtle Simpson Mockel (1964) 29 minutes, Poetry. DBC 14304

Montana Women From the Ground Up: Passionate Voices in Agriculture and Land Conservation by Kristine Ellis (2018) 4 hours, 55 minutes, Agriculture, Women’s Interest. DBC 10173

More Montana Moments by Ellen Baumler (2013) 7 hours, 12 minutes, Montana History. MDB 2011

Motherlode: Legacies of Women’s Lives and Labors in Butte, Montana by Ellen Crain and Janet Finn (2005) 11 hours, 30 minutes, Montana History, Social Sciences, Women’s Interest. MDB 882

Mountain Men and Fur Traders of the Far West by Leroy R. Hafen, Editor (1982) 12 hours, 30 minutes, Montana History. DBC 13614

Mrs. Wheeler Goes to Washington by Elizabeth Wheeler Colman (1989) 10 hours, 10 minutes, Biography-Notable Women, Montana History. **DBC 13633**

Mysteries & Legends of Montana: True Stories of the Unsolved and Unexplained by Edward Lawrence (2007) 2 hours, 39 minutes, Montana History. **MDB 977**

The Nearby Faraway by David Peterson (1997) 8 hours, 15 minutes, Montana History, Strong Language. **MDB 946**

Nose to Nose: A Memoir of Healing by Barry J. Scheiber (2002) 1 hour, 52 minutes, Service Animals-Dogs. **MDB 927**

Notes from a Novel, The Selected Poems of Frieda Fligelman by Alexandra Swaney and Rick Newby, Editors (2008) 4 hours, 7 minutes, Biography, Poetry. **MDB 1008**

Our Lady Builds a Statue by Leroy Lee (1992) 7 hours, 44 minutes, Montana History, Religion-Catholic. **MDB 800**

Pioneer Days in Montana by B. C. Stork (1952) 1 hour, 55 minutes, Montana History. **MDB 1043**

Pioneer Doctor: The Story of a Woman’s Work by Mari Grana (1951) 9 hours, 22 minutes, Biography. **MDB 900**

Plenty-Coups: Chief of the Crows by Frank B. Linderman (1957) 8 hours, 10 minutes, Biography-Memoir, Native American Interests, Montana History. **DBC 13660**

Pony Express by Fred Reinfeld (1966) 3 hours, 15 minutes, Montana History, U. S. History. **DBC 13643**

Pretty Shield: Medicine Woman of the Crows by Frank B. Linderman (1932) 5 hours, 23 minutes, Biography-Memoir, Native American Interests, Montana History. **DBC 10126**

Prospecting for Gold by Granville Stuart (1925) 8 hours, 30 minutes, Biography, Geology, Montana History. **DBC 13649**

Pull Up A Chair by Jim Ross (1987) 1 hour, 20 minutes, Cowboy Poetry. **DBC 13625**
The Red Corner: The Rise and Fall of Communism in Northeastern Montana by Verlaine Stoner McDonald (2010) 9 hours, 10 minutes, Montana History. DBC 749

Reeder’s Alley: History, Housewives, and Art by Pat Boedecker (2005) 1 hour, 4 minutes, Montana History. MDB 834

Rifle in Hand: How Wild America Was Saved by Jim Posewitz (2004) 3 hours, 8 minutes, Recreation-Outdoors. MDB 996

The Right Madness on Skye by Richard Hugo (1980) 1 hour, 30 minutes, Poetry. DBC 13651

The Road to Virginia City by Andrew Rolle, Editor (1960) 4 hours, 8 minutes, Biography-Historical Figures, U.S. History. MDB 33

Saddle Bag Yarns by Byron Grosfield (1988) 4 hours, 9 minutes, Essays, Humor. MDB 85

Searching for Yellowstone: Ecology and Wonder in the Last Wilderness by Paul Schullery (2004) 10 hours, 20 minutes, Recreation-Outdoors. MDB 972

Seasonal Disorder: Ranger Tales from Glacier National Park by Pat Hagan (2006) 5 hours, 6 minutes, Memoir, Humor, Essays. DBC 1224

The Secret Life of Cowboys by Tom Groneberg (2003) 8 hours, 7 minutes, Biography U.S. History. MDB 744

Shadow of Defeat by Elfi Hornby (2003) 6 hours, 50 minutes, Biography-Memoirs, World War II. MDB 703

Short in the Saddle, and Other Wild, Funny Tales of the Outdoors by Don Laubach and Mark Henckel (2004) 4 hours, 0 minutes, Recreation-Outdoors, Humor. MDB 945

Sinopah, The Indian Boy by James Willard Schultz (1984) 2 hours, 50 minutes, Native American Interests, Social Sciences. DBC 13634

Skid Trails: Glory Days of Montana Logging by Darris Flanagan (2003) 6 hours, 43 minutes, Montana History. DBC 10152

The Sledge Hammer Kid by Scotty Zion (2010) 1 hour, 55 minutes, Biography-Memoir. MDB 1014

Smoke Wars: Anaconda Copper, Montana Air Pollution and the Courts, 1890-1924 by Donald MacMillan (2000) 12 hours, 31 minutes, Montana History. MDB 1031
Spaghetti on the Wall by Mary Crisafulli (1974) 2 hours, 39 minutes, Biography-Notable Women.  **MDB 960**

A Still and Quiet Conscience: The Archbishop Who Challenged a Pope, a President, and a Church by John A. McCoy (2015) 17 hours, 2 minutes, Biography, Religion-Catholic.  **DBC 1217**

The Story of Mary MacLane by Herself by Mary MacLane (1902) 5 hours, 51 minutes, Biography, Western History Classic.  **MDB 924**

Strange Empire: A Narrative of the Northwest by Joseph Kinsey Howard (1952) 22 hours, 11 minutes, Native American Interests, Montana History.  **MDB 984**

Tall in the Saddle by Gary A. Wilson (1989) 10 hours, Biography, Montana History.  **DBC 13653**

Taming Big Sky Country: The History of Montana Transportation from Trails to Interstates by Jon Axline (2015) 4 hours, 52 minutes, Montana History, Transportation.  **DBC 14297**

Tenting Tonight: A Chronicle of Sport and Adventure in Glacier Park and the Cascade Mountains by Mary Roberts Rinehart (1917) 3 hours, 43 minutes, Memoir, Montana History, Travel.  **DBC 1253**

Then and Now or Thirty-Six Years in the Rockies by Robert Vaughn (2001) 12 hours, 12 minutes, Montana History, Essays, Some Violence.  **MDB 877**

They Left Their Tracks: Recollections of 60 Years as a Bob Marshall Wilderness Outfitter by Howard Copenhaver (1990) 7 hours, 53 minutes, memoir, Recreation-Outdoors.  **DBC 10130**

This is Not the Ivy League: A Memoir by Mary Clearman Blew (2011) 6 hours, 58 minutes, Biography-Memoirs.  **MDB 2015**

Three Ringlings in Montana: From Circus Trains to Cattle Ranches by Lee Rostad (2015) 3 hours, 54 minutes, Montana History, Biography.  **DBC 1229**

Today I Baled Some Hay to Feed the Sheep the Coyotes Eat by Bill Stockton (1983) 1 hour, 55 minutes, Biography-Memoir, Agriculture, Poetry.  **DBC 13668**

Too Poor to Move but Always Rich by Jim Sargent (2002) 9 hours, 41 minutes, Biography, Montana History, Strong Language.  **MDB 759**
Trails I Have Chosen by Mary Leffingwell (1999) 2 hours, 36 minutes, Montana History, Essays. **MDB 953**

Treehouse Perspectives: Living High on Little by Christina L. and Kirby G. Salisbury (2009) 9 hours, 52 minutes, Biography-Memoirs, Adventure. **MDB 1020**

The Truth About Butte by Mike Byrnes, Editor (2003) 1 hour, 52 minutes, Montana History, Strong Language. **MDB 751**

The Truth About Sacajawea by Kenneth Thomasma (1997) 2 hours, 10 minutes, Native American Interests, Montana History. **DBC 10104**

U Bet: A Greenhorn in Old Montana by John Barrows (1934) 6 hours, 30 minutes, Memoir, Humor, Montana History. **DBC 13647**

Upstairs Girls: Prostitution in the American West by Michael Rutter (2005) 7 hours, 10 minutes, Montana History. **MDB 1000**

Vaccinated: One Man’s Quest to Defeat the World’s Deadliest Diseases by Paul A. Offit, M.D. (2007) 9 hours, 35 minutes, Biography, Medicine & Health. **MDB 987**

The Vengeful Wife and Other Blackfoot Stories by Hugh A. Dempsey (2003) 11 hours, 14 minutes, Native American Interests. **MDB 1022**


Verbivore’s Feast: Second Course by Chrysti M. Smith (2006) 9 hours, Essays, Language. **DBC 10175**

Very Close to Trouble: The Johnny Grant Memoir by Lyndel Meikle (1996) 7 hours, 27 minutes, Biography, Montana History. **MDB 1003**

Vigilante Women by Virginia Rowe Towle (1966) 5 hours, 22 minutes, Biography-Notable Women, Montana History. **MDB 854**

The Vigilantes of Montana by Thomas J. Dimsdale (1953) 9 hours, 15 minutes, Montana History. **DBC 13645**

Wandersong by Eleanor Banks (1950) 8 hours, 35 minutes, Biography, History. **DBC 13624**
The Way It Was by Henry Jorgensen (1989) 3 hours, Biography, Montana History.  
DBC 13628

The Way of the Sacred Pipe: The Care and Use of the Native American Sacred Pipe by Jim Tree (2004) 2 hours, 49 minutes, Native American Interests.  
MDB 980

DBC 13612

When the Meadowlark Sings by Nedra Sterry (2003) 7 hours, 7 minutes, Biography, Montana History.  
MDB 748

DBC 1193

A Wilderness Journey: Planes, Pack Strings and Perils! by Rod Zoske (2006) 4 hours, 8 minutes, Biography, Adventure, Strong Language.  
MDB 936

Witness to History: The Remarkable Untold Story of Virginia City and Nevada City, Montana and How They Came To Be Restored and Saved for Generations by John Ellingsen (2011) 1 hour, 50 minutes, Native American Interests, Montana History.  
MDB 1049

Women and Warriors of the Plains: The Pioneer Photography of Julia E. Tuell by Dan Aaland (1996) 3 hours, 9 minutes, Native American Interests.  
MDB 1060

DBC 13620

MDB 772

X. Beidler: Vigilante by Helen Fitzgerald Sanders and William H. Berzie, Jr. (1957) 5 hours, 6 minutes, Montana History.  
MDB 993

Yellowstone Ghost Stories: Spooky Tales from the World’s First National Park by Shellie Larios (2006) 2 hours, 37 minutes, Paranormal-Non-Fiction.  
MDB 923

Yellowstone Kelly: The Memoirs of Luther S. Kelly by M.M. Quafe, Editor (1926) 8 hours, Biography, Montana History.  
DBC 13655

DBC 1240
Yesterday’s Yarns by Ken Overcast (2002) 5 hours, 9 minutes, Biography, Montana History. **MDB 1027**